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Success at last : one teacher's growth in understanding of writer's workshop

Abstract
Writer's workshop is an approach to teaching writing that corresponds to the whole language philosophy.
Much of the literature published on the topic of whole language, and specifically writer's workshop, describes
the ideal classroom environment. However, "whole language in the intermediate classroom is often given less
attention in professional books and journals than the primary classroom receives" (Gannon-Smith, 1991). As
a reading and language arts teacher of sixth grade students, I have been interested in teaching writing through
the use of writer's workshop. There are some general whole language themes which can be used to build a
motivating writing environment for intermediate grades.
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Much of the literature published on the topic of whole language, and specifically 

writer's workshop, describes the ideal classroom environment. However, "whole 

. language in the intermediate classroom is often given less attention in professional 

books. and journals than the primary classroom receives" (Gannon-Smith, 1991 ). As a 

reading and language arts teacher of sixth grade students, I have been interested in 

teaching writing through the use of writer's workshop. I have found only a few sources 

which specifically address the methods and materials I will find most useful as I 

develop my classroom routines. 

There are some general whole language themes which can be used to build a 

motivating writing environment for intermediate grades. Whole language is based on 

the following ideas: "a.) language is for making meanings, for accomplishing 

purposes; b.) written language is language-thus what is true for language in general is 

true for written language; c.) the cuing systems of language (phonology in oral, 

orthography in written language, morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics) are 

always simultaneously present and interacting in any instance of language in use; 

d.) language use always occurs in a situation; e.) situations are critical to meaning

making" (Altwerger, Edelsky, & Flores, 1987). 

Writer's workshop is an approach to teaching writing that corresponds to the 

whole language philosophy. · In order to make writer's workshop as motivating as 

possible, Oldfather & Dahl (1994) have called for a "reconceptualization of motivation 

that centers on the learner as agent in the social construction of meaning." They have 

identified three "co-occuring" domains of the intrinsic motivation for literacy learning. 

These three domains are: the Domain of Classroom Culture, the Interpersonal 

Domain, and the lntrapersonal Domain. 
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The Classroom Culture 

The environment , or cultur~, of a classroom sends a message to the students 

. and others as to how the teacher perceives language/literacy learning and how the 

teacher perceives his/her role in its acquisition. Ideally, for a classroom grounded in 

whole language philosophy, it will consist of the following general components: 

--The teacher provides a "deep responsiveness to students' oral, written, and 
artistic self-expression" (Oldfather, 1993). 

-The authority and responsibility is shared between the teacher and students 
(Bartlett, 1994). 

-The lessons and activities come out of a meaning-centered curriculum (Old-
father & Dahl, 1994). · 

-The learners are not only allowed, but encouraged, to make choices (Gannon
Smith, 1991; Farnan, Lapp, & Flood, 1992). 

-The classroom is a print-rich environment (Graves, 1994). 
-There is a high level of structure and routine with clear expectations estab-

lished from the start (Bartlett, 1994; Routman, 1991 ). 
-The writing process is emphasized over product. However, the process is 

recognized as being recursive and abstract (Farnan, et al., 1992). It is 
not simplified to the point of being a recipe (Kucera, 1995). 

The above characteristics appear to be necessary for the success of writer's 

workshop, but these are not the only factors to consider when attempting to motivate 

students to write. 

The Interpersonal Domain 

The interpersonal relationships developed in writer's workshop, such as in peer 

conferences, shared reading, and student/teacher conferences, can affect a learner's 

motivation to write. These peer and student/teacher relationships can serve to 

motivate writing for real audiences. They can also provide a strong support network as 

the writer moves recursively through the writing process. 

Students learn through discovery and by creating personal meaning and then 

by expressing personal responses to others which allows opportunities for feedback 

(Oldfather & Dahl, 1994; Farnan, et al., 1992). As students exchange ideas with each 

. other and with the teacher some of the feedback can come in the form of scaffolding. 
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That is, the teacher and students can provide each other with background knowledge 

and learn from each other (Bartlett, 1994). In this type of environment, the teacher 

. functions both as facilitator and as learner (Oldfather & Dahl, 1994). To function as a 

learner, Graves (1996) stresses that the teacher must write with the students. As 

these relationships between students and the teacher develop, a collaborative 

community is formed (Bartlett, 1994). This collaboration can take many forms, such as 

conference groups, discussion groups, and peer revision/editing. 

Although relationships developed within the context of learning are very 

important, so is the development of the learner's self-perception. This perception can 

determine to what extent the learner is motivated to write. 

The lntrapersonal Domain 

Oldfather and Dahl (1994) explain that how one perceives one's self as a writer 

(or learner) can have a direct affect on how motivated one is to write. If students are 

encouraged to write for real reasons and real audiences, they will begin to see 

purposes for writing and see themselves as capable communicators (Gannon Smith, 

1991 ). 

Oldfather and Dahl (1994) further state that when students are allowed to make 

choices in their learning they realize that they have a voice. Graves (1994) defines 

voice as "the imprint of ourselves on our writing." He goes on to reinforce the 

importance of developing voice by stating that "voice is the engine that sustains writers 

through the hard work of drafting and redrafting." 

When a community of learners is established and this writer's voice is 

developed, learners will see that what they have to say is not only important, but is 

also valued therefore enhancing the writer's sense-of-self (Oldfather & Dahl, 1994). 
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One Teacher's Story 

I have been teaching for eight years in an upper elementary, departmentalized 

. setting. I teach Reading/Language Arts to sixth graders in eighty minute blocks of time. 

I am responsible for teaching read)ng, writing, handwriting, and spelling. For several 

years now, I have been trying to use some form of writer's workshop in my classroom, 

but I have not been very successful. I have found it difficult to keep students motivated 

to write over a sustained period of time. I have also struggled with teaching the skills, 

and perhaps more importantly, with documenting what skills I have taught since 

writer's workshop is so individualized. Since my setting is departmentalized, I also 

have an added issue of TIME. I have had trouble in the past with allowing a regular 

· and consistent time for writing. My administrator is supportive in my efforts to teach 

more holistically, but my setting does not easily allow me to integrate writing with other 

areas of the curriculum, so I am forced to create my own design of writer's workshop. 

I have chosen to narrow my focus to the changes I have had to make as the 

-"· teacher in a writer's workshop classroom. The first thing I realized that I needed to do 

was to establish my classroom routines to motivate sixth graders to write in a writer's 

workshop within a departmentalized setting. I considered the three domains of 

intrinsic motivation for literacy learning as I structured my classroom environment and 

activities. I attempted to create a motivating writing program based on whole 

language philosophy for the specific use in a sixth grade departmentalized classroom. 

I begin my day by reading to the students. Although they are sixth graders, they 

still enjoy being read to. Then, my students silently read a book of their choice for 

fifteen minutes. When silent reading time is up, writer's workshop begins. It lasts for 

20-25 minutes. During this time students work out of their folder which has a pocket for 

each of the following: Ideas, First Drafts, Revisions, and Final Drafts. The writing 

projects are chosen by the students and are primarily individual works. Occasionally 
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students work together on a project, but I have found that when students work alone, 

they create much more personal!/ meaningful pieces. In addition to writing, students 

may also be found conferencing with peers to revise and edit their rough drafts. I have 

instructed my students that a final draft is to be a piece of writing that is as good as they 

·can possibly get it through revising and editing on their own and with peers. The only 

time I will edit with a student is when a final draft has been completed and they wish to 

publish it. 

I used to think that it was my role as the teacher to revise and proofread with 

· each student on each one of their pieces, but after reading A Fresh Look at Writing by 

Donald Graves (1994), I realized that there is a difference between a final draft and a 

published draft. Hurrah!! Now I am free to conference with students daily and find out 

what they are working on, what their interests are, and how I can best help them 

accomplish what they want to accomplish. I feel like I know my students better, and 

when I do edit with them, they can focus on learning from unrecognized errors rather 

than watch me correct errors they could have corrected themselves or correct errors 

that they are not ready to correct. 

After workshop, my students put their folders away and I begin a whole group 

lesson followed by work time. This forty minute period is devoted to direct instruction 

of various reading and writing skills. I teach these skills mainly through my basal 

series which has an anthology as a text and the teacher's manual details many skills 

that may be taught through the literature. Because all students learn diffe·rently, I feel 

' that it is important to have both student self-directed and teacher-directed learning 

experiences, and I enjoy the freedom to choose the skills in the teacher's manual 

which best suit my students' needs. 

On Friday, the daily routine changes slightly. We begin with a spelling test, 

followed by writer's workshop. Then we take 15-20 minutes to have "Author's Chair." 
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This is a time when students may share their writing. They have all week to sign up 

and may share a piece that is in progress in order to get feedback and comments from 

· peers, or they may share a published piece. 

In the past I never felt that I had time for students to share their work, but by 

building it into the weekly routine, students are able to hear what others are doing in 

workshop. This has led to interesting discussions and to students being sparked into 

new directions with their own writing projects. For example, I had some students who 

decided to make an alphabet book of famous Americans. They included many facts in 

their biographies and one particularly artistic student illustrated each entry. When this 

group shared their final product, several students decided to do biographies of other 

famous people, and this led to still others who chose to develop trivia games about 

famous people and events. After author's chair, we follow with the whole group lesson 

and work time as usual. 

I have a chart posted that lists the schedule of classroom activities and the 

corresponding ti~es. At the beginning of the year, I prompted students when an 

activity was over and the next was to begin, but now I do not even have to do that. I 

have designated students who are responsible for passing out the writing folders and 

picking them back up. The students are able to make the transitions between activities 

smoothly and quickly. It is this structure and certainty that makes the element of 

writer's workshop a comfortable part of the daily schedule. The students know what is 

expected of them, how long workshop will last, and what materials are needed. 

Materials: 

Dr. Jeanne Harms, a professor at the University of Northern Iowa, teaches her 

students how to make a writing folder with four pockets using butcher paper. I was 

fortunate enough to be one of Dr. Harms's students and have taught my sixth grade 

students how to make this writing folder. In finished form they are quite large and hold 
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many pieces of writing of various sizes. This writing folder houses all of the students' 

works in progress and final drafts and is the only material required for writer's 

. workshop. The folders are kept in the room and are passed out at the beginning of 

workshop and collected at the end. If a student plans to work on a piece outside of 

class, he/she simply takes that piece and leaves the folder in class. This way students 

always have something to work on in workshop. There is no such thing as, "I forgot 

my story at home." My response is, "Get another one of your projects out and go to 

work." 

My classroom materials include a wide selection of reading materials, author 

files, picture files, and boxes of interesting objects--all of which serve to stimulate 

young authors. Among the selection of reading materials, many are authored by the 

students themselves. These pieces are some of the most popular ones. 

I have a bookcase which holds various publishing materials such as paper of 

varying sizes; colors and thicknesses, markers, colored pencils, crayons, and chalks, 

staplers (regular and long-arm), a three-hole punch, scissors, wrapping paper, yarn, 

wallpaper, etc. These materials are used when students publish their work. 

I also have a bookmaking center. Early in the year, over the course of two or 

three days, I teach the whole class how to make a hard cover book with sewn pages. 

Directions for making such books can be found in Literacy and Expressive Activitiy 

(Harms & Lettow, 1992). Then, as students publish their work, they may choose to 

make their own book. Many students choose to word process their published pieces 

on one of the three classroom computers or on their personal home computers. 

My students are also free to visit the school's library at their leisure to get 

research materials that may be necessary for their project. Our librarian assists 

students in their search and runs internet searches with them if applicable. 
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The Journey: 

When I began teaching, I f~lly expected to be able to include writer's workshop 

. in my daily classroom routine. I did so, but after a few weeks the enthusiasm would 

fizzle--mine and the students'. I knew there was a missing link. I tried giving students 

complete freedom of choice. I tried assigning writing topics. I tried having workshop 

only two or three times a week. Nothing kept the excitement alive. That was because 

all along I never really understood the writing process or my role as teacher within it. 

I have come to realize that the writing process is not a series of steps moved 

through mechanically. It is more abstract than that. Not all writer's start in the same 

place and the process can be different from piece to piece. Some students start out 

writing the first draft without a lot of prior planning--They tell me they want to let the 

story tell itself and that they aren't sure what they want to happen. Other students need 

to map out a story before ever beginning to write. While still others must draw the 

characters and setting and talk about their ideas before they begin to write. 

Once a piece is written, I have learned that it may be done. It may never 

become a final draft or a published piece. It doesn't have to be torn apart and 

corrected by me. It may have already served its purpose to the student. I have 

learned to let the students choose which pieces they will finish. I do, however, take the 

last two weeks of each quarter and designate that "final draft time." During these two 

weeks during writer's workshop, students do not begin any new pieces. They 

concentrate solely on finishing projects, conferencing with peers, or publishing pieces 

edited by me. At the end of "final draft time" students select their most prized pieces to 

be placed in their portfolio. A running list of titles is kept on the front of the portfolio and 

dates of their selection are noted. 

This portfolio has served as a chronicle of each student's growth as a writer--or 

in some cases, lack of growth. In the case where a student hasn't written much, it 
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becomes very apparent to the student that he/she is not accomplishing much as a 

writer. The portfolio speaks for itself; I have to say very little. 

Success At Last: 

For the first time, I feel satisfied that writer's workshop is a valuable part of my 

daily routine. I feel that the structure I developed in the very beginning of the year has 

served to keep the workshop running smoothly. Since I am no longer trapped at the 

editing table revising everything the students write, I am free to talk to each student 

about what they are writing and why they have chosen that. The noise level of my 

classroom during writer's workshop is dramatically different. 

I used to think that since students need to talk as they write, workshop would be 

a noisy place. Not anymore. I have never told the students not to talk, since I am able 

to see who needs extra fupport or maybe just a jump-start I catch a lot of the off-task 

conversation before it starts. I also find that I can join in on or just observe on-task 

discussions among my students. 

In addition to spending time with individual students, I now have time to write for 

my own enjoyment. I am constantly amazed by how important my modeling of writing 

is. While I am writing, I will look around and see my students busily working on their 

own pieces. Occasionally, a student will come over to see how my piece is coming 

along. They offer me suggestions and comments just as I do for them. It is very 

gratifying to be a part of a rich writing environment --1 believe that must be how my 

students feel also. 
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